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Read this poem about a helicopter and answer the questions that follow.
Flight Plan

by Jane Merchant

Of all the ways of traveling 
in earth and air and sea  
It’s the lively helicopter 
that has captivated me. 

It hovers anywhere in air 
just like a hummingbird,  
Flies backward, forward, up or down, 
whichever is preferred.  
It doesn’t pierce the stratosphere

 as zipping rockets do, 
Nor pop sound barriers 
nor puff fat jet streams in the blue.  
It isn’t first in speed or weight 
or anything but fun 

And deftly doing dangerous jobs 
that often must be done.  
When anyone is lost in storm 
or flooded river’s span  
And other planes can’t help at all

 a helicopter can. 
Lighting on snow or mountaintop 
wherever it is needed.  
The plane that’s like a hummingbird 

will not be superseded 1

By satellite or strato-jet; 
no supership has topped her,  
And just as soon as ever I can 
I’ll fly a helicopter! 



 1 Read these lines from the poem.

It hovers anywhere in air
just like a hummingbird,

The author compares a helicopter to a hummingbird to describe

the helicopter's small size(A) 

the way a helicopter moves(B) 

the distance a helicopter flies(C) 

the helicopter's unusual shape(D) 

 1 - replacedsuperseded 



 2 The author most likely compares the helicopter to other flying things in order to

explain what helicopters can do(A) 

tell how all kinds of aircraft work(B) 

prove that flying is the best way to travel(C) 

describe how easy helicopters are to operate(D) 



 3 Read these lines from the poem.

It doesn't pierce the stratosphere
as zipping rockets do,
Nor pop sound barriers
nor puff fat jet streams in the blue.

The author most likely uses the words "pierce," pop," and "puff" to

describe the setting(A) 

create a clearer image(B) 

fit the format of the poem(C) 

make a poem easier to read(D) 



 4 Read these lines from the poem.

Of all the ways of traveling
in earth and air and sea
It's the lively helicopter
that has captivated me.

What does the word "captivated"  mean?most likely

accepted(A) 

fascinated(B) 

pushed(C) 

remembered(D) 


